MATERIAL/SIZE CODING

X = 50 = 1/2” FNPT
X = 75 = 3/4” FNPT
X = 50–S = 1/2” SW
X = 75–S = 3/4” SW

ITEM # | DESCRIPTION | PART #
--- | --- | ---
1 | BODY, CPVC CORZAN | AVB–50–CPVC
2 | LABEL, DIRECTION FLOW | IQ–LABEL–DIR–MATTE
3 | LABEL, TEMPERATURE/PRESSURE | AVTL–4–LABEL
4 | BALL, INERT | AV–1BALL
5 | SCREEN, CPVC CORZAN | AV–2CPVC–SR
6 | CONNECTION, FITTING, CPVC CORZAN | AV–3CPVC–X